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Mathematical Modeling and Simulation

Modern  computer  hardware  have  together  with  improved  simulation  software 

made computer simulations a commonly used tool by engineers today. Simulations of 

industrially  relevant  flows  can  now  be  made  both  quickly  and  easily.  In  this  study 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are performed to assist with prototype 

design and to predict  the performance which saves both time and effort  compared to 

conducting several experiments in a trial and error fashion. 

There are many different  software packages  to choose from for modeling  and 

solving  such  a  system.  Academic  software  are  most  often  free  of  charge  and 

computationally efficient but often misses some functionality, user support, and proper 

documentation. Commercial software on the other hand are costly but features well tried 

and  tested  algorithms.  The  following  simulations  were  performed  with  the  Comsol 

Multiphysics simulation suite, which is a commercial finite element based mathematical 

modeling and simulation package. The advantage Comsol offered over other software is 

an easy graphical user interface, built in meshing, pre, and post-processing tools, and a 

built in models for the above equation systems. Thus by using the Comsol suite, which 

has predefined application user modes for the relevant governing equations, the time to 

get results was significantly reduced.
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This  section  describes  the  modeling  equations  and  tools  used  to  perform 

simulations of the micro mixing systems. By recognizing that the relevant flow regime in 

the micro scale mixing device is restricted to incompressible laminar flow, the flow field 

and  pressure  of  the  system  are  governed  by  the  Navier-Stokes  partial  differential 

equations (eq.1). 
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               (eq.1)

where  ρ and  µ are  the  density  and viscosity  of  the  fluid,  respectively,  u and  p the 

unknown velocity and pressure fields,  and  g is  the gravity vector which is neglected 

under the assumption that the mixing device is oriented appropriately. For the proper 

fluid  dynamics  simulations  of  the  device  is  required  a  transport  equation  to  take  in 

account the convection and diffusion of the chemical species to be mixed, namely (eq.2). 
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(eq.2)

where c is the unknown concentration, D the diffusion coefficient, R reaction coefficients 

(if applicable) and  u the convective field obtained from equation 1. Equations 1 and 2 

with initial and boundary conditions (No slip wall condition and  Poutlet= 0) are used for 

complete modeling of the system (Figure S1). 
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Figure S1.  Prototypical micro mixer geometry and boundary conditions.

Figure S1 shows a typical mixing geometry together with the boundary conditions which 

must be applied. In one of the inlets the concentration is set to 1 representing the volume 

or molar fraction of one of the chemical species while the other is set to 0 so as to treat  

both  species  with  the  same  equation.  Apart  from the  boundary  conditions,  Table  S1 

specifies the fluid parameters used in the simulations. Since only the steady time-evolved 

solution  was  sought,  only  stationary  solutions  were  performed  which  saved  a 

considerable amount of computational time and complexity. 

Table S1. Fluid and chemical species parameters used in the simulations.
density

ρ 
[Kg/m3]

viscosity - 
µ

[Pa s ]

gravity vector 
g

[m/s2]

diffusion coefficient 
D

[m2/s]

reaction coefficient 
R

[m3/s]

103 10-3 [0 0] 10-10 0

.
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Figure S2.  The generation of different concentration profiles can be adjusted by fine  
tuning geometrical parameters so as to vary the fluidic resistance of the channels. 
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Figure S3.  Generation of a non linear gradient generation at different flows rate.
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